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It is shown that d-pure hypergraphs with n vertices 
canlain a perfect matching with probability 1 as n -+ax 
and more than n”* random edges 
A hypergraph G =(V, E) consists of a set V of n labelled vertices and a family 
E of subsets of V, called edges. The degree of a vertex 2, is the number of edges 
containing o. If all e E E have the cardinality lel -= d, G is called d-pure. Moreover 
if V is partitioned into parts Aj # 8, 1 sj s d 
V=A,U* . * U Ad (disjoint sum), and E c A, x l 9 . x Ad, (1.1) 
then G is called d-par&e. 
A perfect matching in G is a subhypergraph H = (V, M), A4 c E, such that all n 
veytices have degree 1 in H. 
is that with more than n3’* 
probability 1 -o(l), n + 00. 
I\rotations and abbreuiations 
A graph is a hypergraph. 
If G is d-pure then clearly IMI = n/d. The main result 
random edges, G contains a perfect matching with 
PM is (the property of having) a perfect matching. 
[k]=(l,...,k};[m],=m(m-l)~+n-r+l). 
w(n) is a function tending to 00 with n. 
B(n, p) = (B(k, n, p), OS k s n) is the binomial distribution. 
E(Y) is the expectation of the random variable Y. 
A property Q holds AS (almost surely) if Prob( Q) = 1 - o(l), n + 00. 
The theory of matchings and its ramifications (factors in graphs) constitute a 
prominent chapter in Graph Theory and has many applications. 
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The algorithmic problem “Does G contain a PM?” is NP-hard for d-partite 
graphs already for d = 3 (but not for d = 2). In applications, finding a PM is close 
to the time-table construction problem, which is indeed hard in practice. 
One approach to grasp the nature of a monotone graph property Q, which is 
very useful for the algorithmic question “Does G possess Q?” is the study of 
Prob( G posqesses Q) = Prob(Q) in suitable spaces of random graphs over n 
vertices. A scale of such spaces is parametrized by an edge-density parameter 
such as 1EI or alternatively p-the probability of an edge. As this parameter 
grows. Prob(Q) increases. A threshold interval is a band of parameter values 
across which Prob(Q) rises from 0 to 1. The study of random graph properties, 
imtiated systematically by Erdijs and R6nyi (cf. the books of Erd6s [3], Erdiis- 
Spencer [4]. Bolloh& f2]> show that for many properties Q the threshold intervals 
become very narrow as n + 00. Asymptotically in p1 one gets then a threshold 
function. E.g. for PM (and for connectivity) in ordinary (2-pure) graphs the 
threshold is IEI = IV(n) = fn log n, meaning that 
Prob(PM) = 1 -o(l) for N(n) = fn(log n + w(n)), n -+ m; 
Prob( PM) = o( 1) for N(n) = $n(log n - w(n)), 
(l-2) 
n ---) 00. 
‘C’hc second relation holds simply because in log n is the threshold for having no 
isolated vertices. For the same purpose, to avoid isolated vertices, O(n log n) 
random edges are needed also for d-pure hypergraphs, d > 2. This is an obvious 
lower bound for the threshold interval. What about an upper bound? We posed 
this problem to P. Erdiis in 1979 [S, p. 39-j. Our main result here is (see Theorems 
3.4 and 2.4): 
Theorem. Prob(PM) = 1 - o( 11 if N(n) = n”‘w (rt ). This holds for all values of d. 
Our proof is existential and uses the second moment method. It is carried out in 
Section 2 for the d-partite case, then in Section 3 for general d-pure graphs. 
rk. Probability spaces. Scales of spaces (containing n-vertices graphs) are 
obr;*lled in various ways. A working principll; is that if the definition is not 
lopsided and the edge-density parameter is not too low, results are easy to 
transfer from one scale to another. Usually. it is convenient to work in a p-scale, 
whcrc p is an edge probability and all edge occurrences are independent. If /3nd is 
the total number of possible edges in the structure, then the expected number of 
edges is 6?(n) = pn”p. If IEI = N(n) is the density parameter (and all graphs with 
N( n 1 edges are equiprobable), then the N-threshold $n log n in (1.2) is translated 
to a I)-threshold in log n/(z) = log n/n. While the N-bound of n”“w(n) goes over 
to a p-bound of n3’2-’ w(n) (cf. Theorems 2.3, 3.3). Yet another scale of spaces, 
H,,( I \. more suited for our purpose, is defined right below. 
2. d-Pa&e mndom-gmphs 
The probubi&y space I&(r). Let V be partitioned into V= A1 U - - l U & (cf. 
(l.l)), lAil = m, lsjsd. The part Al plays a special role. Each vertex aeA1 
chooses randomly r distinct edges containing it i.e. (& cy), (Y E A2 x l l - k Ad. There 
are [rr~~-~]dr! choices for each QE Al, thus the probability of a spec& 
graph in I-&(r) is ([md-‘],jr!)-“. Clearly the degree of a E Al is r, while other 
vertices have expected degree r. 
A graph in I-&(r) is presented by @ - li uutirices e/,E Ai of dimension m x r 
E”‘= (,f)f’-WI 
ir b51~r, 2Sjs4 (2.1) 
the edges containing ai E Al are then 
(ai, 4, . . ..e$. lSc<r. (2.2) 
A cross-section is a map i + r(i), 1 s t(ii d r for 1 d i s m, which is used to pick 
up one choice Xc(i) for each 4 E A,. We obtain X(i) by setting t = t(i) in (2.2). 
Consider the random variables 
Y,,.,=if{X,,i,I16i~m}isaPMtben lelse0; 
Y = c Y,, sum taken over all r”’ cross-sections t. 
Then Y ~0 if and only if G has a PM. We shall prove: 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
E(Y2) Prob(Y =O)<---- E2(Y) 1=0(l), m + m, 
the left inequality is of course Chebychev’s. In other words 
E( Y2) 
~=R-2E-2(Y,)~~E(Y,.Y,.!cl+o(l), (R=r”). (2.6) 
1’ t . 
It suffices to prove the estimate for 
C WY, . I’,*) 
I 
r”E*(Y,) 
(2.5) 
(2.7) 
where t’ is fixed; on the right hand side of (2.7) we grouped together the 
cross-sections t such that t n t’ = k, i.e. thos? which agree with t’ at precisely k 
values. Now if indeed t fl t’ = k: 
E(Y,Y;.j=Prob(Y,Y,.= 11 Y,.= l)~(m-k)!d-*/(,d-l-l)m-k 
E*(Y) Prob(Y, = 1) (m!lm”)d-l 
(2.8) 
It is clear how to get the equality. For the inequality, in the denominator we count 
how many of the mm functions are l-l for each part Aj, 2s j L d. As for 
the numerator, there are m-k arguments (those where tf t’) where Xt(.) 
(corresponding to Y,) has undisclosed values; there are md-’ - 1 possible values 
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(the excluded one is the value of XJ while for the favorable event Ytlu,. = 1, X, 
must project to a l-1 function on those m -k arguments, in each part Aj, 
2s js d. Hence the factor (m - Ik)!d? Now for d > 2 we have (unifomqly in k) 
tmd--l _ I)-(m-k) = M-(m-k~(d-l)(~ +o(l)), 
(2.9) 
Recalling that there are (r)(t - l)m-t, crops-sections t such that t I? t’ = k, we get 
for (2.7) the estimate 
z, (),n)(yqrn -k(y[!m -$$- kr-*(l +0(l)). (2.10) 
Remark 2.1. One can get (2.10) also for the (here uninteresting) case d = 2. Note 
that in using (2.9) we pass to the (somewhat easier) count of choices with 
replacement. The coefficient before the brackets in (2.10) is B(k, m, l/r), wE:ich is 
the probability that a ‘random’ t satisfies t n t’ = k. 
To estimate (2.10) we replace (1 - l/r)“’ by eV-m’r and do some cancellations. 
Wc obtain 
c “l” 2 [(m - k)! vnklm!]d-2(k!)--‘(m/(r- l)Jk. 
k 0 
(2.11) 
Let s = r - 1. d’ = d -. 2. The first term within the sum is Z”’ where Z = 
nP(m --k)!/m!Gck”‘” (the inequality i% easily obtained). We have now to obtain 
a 1 + o( 1) bound for 
e tn!stc + 1) e m/s c ed’k’/nlk! 
k -0 
(2.i2) 
In braces here we sum over the Poisson distribution with mean A = m/s but for the 
extra factor L?‘~““‘. However for k > CA the mass is negligible even with this extra 
factor. since k ! ’ decreases much faster. For k c CA = Cm/s, the extra factor is 
Icss than c’~‘~““, which is sufficiently close to E if s = m “‘w(m) (this 1*2te of growth 
of s is precisely the one needed for exp(m/s(s + 1)) ---* 1). Indeed: 
(2.13) 
for s -I rn Ii’ w( m; and WI -+ m, the limit inside the brackets is C’C and inside the 
braces it is 0, the whole expression is then 1 +-o(l), as required. So (2.6) is 
cstablit;hed. Recalling that n -= d . m and r -1 s - 1, we have proved 
Theorem 2.2. ff r(n) = n I” w(n), then in the sptace H&(n)), Prob(PM) = 1 -o(i). 
Now we proceed to other scales of spaces. 
t/i) Consider &(r,, . . _, r,,, ), where each vertex ai E A, makes a random choice 
of r, i m 1 edges. If r, 2 r, 1 s i s m, we can take the component of the probability 
space resulting from the first r choices of each ct E At. This component is H&), so 
clearly Prob(PM) = 1 - o( 1). 
(B) Consider K(p), each one of the md edges occurs with probability p = p(m) 
Jnd the various edge-occurrences are independent. Far, each a E& there are 
mdW1 possible values of at E (A+ l 9 . ~4) such that (a, cw) is an edge, and there 
are r,(m) actual values. If p(m) = m3/2-d w(m), then the expected number of 
edges (a, a[) for a given a is m “’ w(m). Using * Chernoff’s estimate fl] for the 
binomial B(md-‘, p(m)) we have , 
Rob(r,(m)~(l- +n1’2w(m)}~exp[-~~2m’/2w(m)], (2.14) 
thus clearly 
Prob((3a E A&,(m) ~(1 - e)m”2w(m)} = o(1). (2.15) 
The space Hd(p) (usually called Gnqlp for d = 2) is represented as a disjoint union 
H,(p) = U (Hd(rl, . . . , I,) 1 (rl, . . . , r,,,) picked from [B(md-‘, p)]“}. (2.16) 
rl....,rm 
The subspaces Hd(rl, . . . , r,,,) for which (2.15) holds have negligible probability. 
In each subspace where (Va)(r, a (i. - c)~(m)m”~) we have a PM with yrobabil- 
ity l-o(l). Thus we proved: 
Tbeorem’2.3. Prob(PM) = 1 --o(l) in H,(p) if p = n3/2-dw(tz). 
(C) Finally notice that graphs with a fixed number of edges are equiprobable in 
H,(p). Thus the space Hd(N(n)), where this fixed number is conditioned to be 
N(n), is a subspace of &(p) (with induced probability). So &(N(n)) has the same 
representation (2.16) over the subspaces for which 1 ri = N(n); and if N(n) = 
n3’2w(n), then (2.15) holds and we have 
‘I’z’heorem 2.4. Prob(PM) = 1 -o(l) in H,(N) if N = n312w(n). This holds for all 
values of d. 
3. General d-pure graphs 
A perfect matching (or a l-factor) in a d-pure graph G = (V, E) with 1 VI - n = 
m-d isa 
partition V=A,U- l l UAdr lAiJ=m and 
asubsetMcA,x**+Ad, \&fI=m, MsE, lJ e=V. 
eeA4 
(3.1) 
The edges of M cover all of V hence they are pairwise disjoint. As in the 
d -partite case we shall search for a PM via cross-sections based on A ,, but fint 
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the domain AI itself has to be searched among (i) possibilities. Also treating 
graphs with oriented edges (i.e. d-tuples) is convenient. 
Given A I the space &Jr) is defined as before* Each u E Al makes a random 
choice of r oriented edges of the form (u, ar). We obtain a space Hz(r) of d-pure 
(non-oriented) graphs by erasing the orientation of edges and setting 
Prob*(G*) = c (Prob(G) 1 G yields G” upon erasing orientation}. (3.2) 
Thus each G* E Hz(r) is considered as a multiplet of oriented graphs G. Clearly 
G* has a PM if and only if each/ oriented version G in the multiplet has a PM. So 
clearly 
Prob”(G* has a PM) = Prob(G has a PM), (3.3) 
so we can work in the space I&(r). 
The collection of random variables which exhaust all possible PMs are paramzt- 
rized now by (&CL 16 25 6 (z).. 1 S t S rm. Here 6 is an index for a domain A: of 
size m and t: [m] + [T] is a cross section such that &,tij = (a, cw) is the t(i) edge 
(or the random graph) chosen by the ith vertex in At (the order in At is induced 
from W. Let 
Yh, = ib {X,,,i,, P s i s on) is u PM then 1 else 0. (3.4) 
Y = c &I, 
5.t 
As in Section 2, we 
E(YV R 
-- = 
E"(Y) 
Hence as in Section 2. Prob( Y >O) = 1 -o( 1). It suffices to prove (3.6) for 
sum over R = 
0 
l P choices of (6, t). 
shall prove that if r(n) = n”‘w(n), then 
(3.5) 
‘E-2(Yfi,) c 1 E(Y,, l Y6,J = 1+0(l), (3.6) 
6’1’ 81 
(3.7) 
whcrc (8’1’) is fixed and on the right we grouped 
B1.k = {(S, 1) I (6, t) f-7 w, 0 = (I k)}, (3.8) 
i.e., ATfl AT’ = D with IDI = I while t agree% with t’ on a sub&main fi c D, 
Ir)l-- k. We replace E( YY’)/E( Y) by Prob( YY’ = 1 1 Y’ = 1) ancl formulate the 
Basic estimate. If (6, 1) E Blqk, then Prob( Yst Y,#,# = 1 1 Y8p,l = 1) 
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Fig. 1. The partition induced by X6’+ The shaded regions are in common with X& (6, t) E Z&. 
Pro&. The partition induced by the PM X& on V is drawn in I+‘is. 1. The upper 
shaded k edges are common with (so disclosed for) X&. 
(i) The (m-I) extra vertices which are needed for the domain At me taken 
from the (d - 1)m vertices of V- At’, but if Y6, = 1, only from the (d - l)(nt - k) 
vertices disjoint from the disclosed edges. 
(ii) There are 
n(m-l#d-l) (d-1) (n -4 (‘-k) functions (3.9) 
on the rest of the domain A; - fi = (A; - D)U (D - 6) (the excluded one on 
D - fi is the value of X&. If d > 2 we replace (3.9) by ntrnwkjtd -‘)( 1+0(l)). 
(iii) To count the functions giving a PM ( Yst = 1): do for i = 1 to (d - 1) {add 
(m - k) undisclosed vertices to fiI1 A;+, and associate them in a l-l fashion with 
the (m - k) vertices of the domain A: - fi] One obtains the product in the 
numerator of the basic estimate.. Clearly, the same product for k = 0 divided by 
n m(d-‘) gives E(Y,,), or equivalently 
We use this, the basic estimate and the count for (3.8) 
i&k1 = y----p)(yy;)(r- l)wn-1, (3.11) 
(3.10) 
to obtain for (3.7) the estimate (using d’ = d - 1): 
Doing some cancellations and using the relation 
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we get 
--. . 
(3.12) 
By the Appendix, the sum over E is estimated by 
(recah that md = n); by Stirling’s formula this is bounded by 
-k) p(k), 1 
p(k)ek for k = O(m), p(k) = 1+0(l), k = o(m). 
The braces in (3.12) are easily estimated bi exp(d’k2/m)(d’/d)-d’k. By substituting 
both estimates in (3.12) canceiling, replacing (r/(r - 1))” by eernlr and bounding (T) 
by mk/k! we get 
Now 
m+(d - l)m m nt -- --=--- 
r d(r-1) r(r- 1) d(r- 1)’ 
if wc pass to s=r-1 we get 
cc 
e m/c(s t-1) e m/h c e d’k2’“‘p(k)k!-1(m/ds)“. 
k -0 
Th% is almost precisely (2.12), the extra factor p(k) is <ek for large k and 1 +o( 1) 
for small k, so exactly as, for (2.12) we obtain the required bound 1 + o(l) for (3.7) 
al.! (3.6) provided t = s + 1 = m”‘w(m). 
Theorem 3.2. If r(n) = n”2w(n), then in H:ir(n)) Prob(PM) = 1 -o(l). 
The passage to the spaces Hz(p) (the analogue of G,,,) and Hz(N) is the $ame 
as in Section 2. We obtain Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 form;llly the same as Theorems 
2.3, 2.4. 
m-rem 34 Prob(PM) = 1 -o( 1) in Hz(N) if N = n3”w(n), this holds for all 
ualrles of d. 
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In conclusion we reiterate questions we left open: Is n3’*w(n) a sharp bound? 
Perhaps n *+’ &ices (at least for d = 3)? What about a quick (say polynomial 
time) algorithm for (almost sure) construction of a perfect matching for graphs in 
these spaces, where we know it exists AS. 
Proof. We may assume s G r. Expanding (1 + G j’ we get 
Now 
so our expression is bounded by 
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